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Blake, Tylor 
named top 
ASI officials
Article and Photos by Spencer Marley
In light of an even lower voter turnout than the initial Associated Students Inc. presidential election May 6, Blake Bolton and Tylor 
Middlestadt captured 68 percent of the run-off 
votes to win the top two oosts on campus. 
A mere 9.7 percent of the student body cast 
votes Wednesday.
t : j Blake 
Bolton and 
tylor
Middlestadt 
were con­
gratulated 
by ASI 
Executive 
Director 
Rick 
Johnson. 
The pair 
was named 
ASI
president 
and vice 
president 
at the 
Board of 
Directors 
meeting 
Wednesday.
SPENCER
MARLEY
M USTA N G  DAILY
The winners were announced at 
the bi-monthly ASI Hoard of 
Directors meeting.
Bolton and Middlestadt defeated 
Rory Scerri-Marion and Eric Ra, 
who mustered 32 percent of the 
votes.
Scerri-Marion and Ra did not 
attend the meeting and were 
unavailable for comment.
“We were under the impression 
that a lot of people were going to 
vote in the ASI elections this year, so 
the turnout was a little disappoint­
ing,” Middlestadt said. “But one of 
our main goals for ne.\t year is to 
make students .mare of wh.it ASI 
does, so that they are better 
informed about their votes.”
The two candiilate teams were 
forced into a run-otf election after 
results from the M.ty 6 vote failed to 
give a majority to either candidate.
Middlestadt and Bolton led 
Scerri-Marion and Ra by 3.30 votes 
in the initial campaign but needed 
.SO percent of the vote to officially 
be declared the winner.
As successful write-in candidates.
There were so many 
people out there helping 
us out from week one. 
That had to he the hi<^ li 
point of our campaign.
— TYLOR MIDDLESTADT
.^Sl vice presuient elect
55
A
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Middlestadt stressed that word-of- 
mouth support greatly aided their 
campaign.
“There were so many people out 
there helping us out fmm week 
one.” Middlestadt said. “That had to 
be the high point of our campaign.
Bolton said their main goals for 
the 2004-0S school year will 
include promoting sustainability on 
campus, increasing off-campus 
housing and standing up for stu­
dents’ rights.
Bolton and Middlestadt are both 
current members of the ASI Board 
of Directors.
ASI President Alison Anderson 
said she has been working with the
MATT WECHTER M USTA N G  DAILY
Polling places around carmpus saw 1,778 students, a mere 9.7 percent of eligible voters on campus.
pair all year.
“All I can say is that they are real­
ly hard workers,” she said.
Anderson plans to bring Bolton 
and Middlestadt along to all meet­
ings immediately, in order to give 
them a few weeks of training before 
the quarter ends.
And for the two, the added expe­
rience will be beneficial.
“It’s really great that we are going 
to be able to put the goals that we 
have been talking about into 
action,” Bolton said.
The pair will assume their ASI 
presidential offices in Fall 2(M)4.
Voter turnout
• 1,778 students voted
• about 18,3(M) students are 
eligible to vote
• 1,204 (68 percent) voted for 
Bolton and Middlestadt
SLO’s infamous Mardi Gras: The party is officially over
Stacey Anderson
M U S TA N G  DAILY
The party is over for San Luis 
Obispo.
Mardi Gras celebrations, includ­
ing the traditional parade, were offi­
cially cancelled Wednesday in 
response to the riots a few months 
ago.
Organizers have not projected a 
time when festivities may com­
mence in the future.
“We hope that the events of last 
Feb. 21 will serve as a catalyst for 
this town to once again lead the way 
in solving a community, as well as
I N S I D E
national problem,” said 2(M)4 Mardi 
Gras King and spokesman Allen 
Root.“For this year, we say goodbye 
to San Luis Obispo. We sincerely 
hope it is not the death knell.”
The committee’s decision was 
made under pressure from the City 
Council, which sent a unanimous 
letter asking for termination of the 
event.
Ending the parade was a con­
scious effort by the city to prevent 
the mayhem of the past fete, which 
resulted in 198 arrests, national 
headlines and cost the city more 
than $.')00,(M)().
However, canceling the parade
may not halt the thousands of stu­
dents who informally celebrate the 
weekend and import friends from 
out of town, especially since the 
parade drew less students than the 
parties on Foothill Boulevard.
“We cannot stop the Mardi Gras 
season any more than one can elim­
inate Easter or Christmas,” Root 
said. “The event is a magnet for stu­
dents who come out of town to 
party, and it’s still a mystery as to 
why.”
University Police Department 
Cmdr. Bill Watton is skeptical of the 
effect the cancellation will have on 
informal festivities.
“I don’t know if it will make a 
huge difference this first year,” he 
said. “ I don’t know how word 
would get out. Students know 
Mardi Gras here as a fun place to 
drink and enjoy anonymity, and our 
own local students are only a small 
part of it. It will probably still be a 
busy time and will take years to 
calm down.”
Private annual events will contin­
ue under new titles. The Mardi Gras 
Fest will become “The Gumbo 
Fest,” and the Mardi Gras Ball will 
be changed to “Le Grand Ball 
Masque.”
Without an official celebration.
though, the c i^  projects a loss of 
revenue, which annually brings in 
about $250,fK){) to the hospitality 
industry.
“The community at large loses by 
the decision,” Root said. “Mardi 
Gras is about creative excess and it 
took us a long time to decide.”
Officials are hopeful that events 
will resume more calmly in the near 
future, when it becomes a more 
centralized event.
“We hope that solutions will 
emerge so that we can once again 
offer our beloved town its favorite 
event, the best Mardi Gras parade 
west of the Mississippi,” Root said.
Tarot cards guide student
F ortune  telling influences sen ior pro ject 
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A dream internship
C o rn e rb ack  hopes for Jaguar rec ru itm en t 
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Grads get tx)nus ori diplomas: 
signature of ‘The Terminator’
Mason Stockstill
ASSOCIATED PRESS
ANCjELES — Calitornia' 
v'ollcgc graduates are getting a bomi 
on then diplomas this year — tlK 
autograph ot a Hollywood superstai.
Nov\ that Arnold Schvvarzeneggei 
IS governoi. his name appears on 
every degree awarded h\ the states 
two largest tiniversity systems. That 
has e.xeited some graduates who an 
tans of the governor, hut dismayed 
others who are not tond of hi.^  
movies or politics.
“It kind ot makes tin diplom,. 
seem like a hit ot a lolce that an 
action hert) has signed and v’ahdated 
it,' said Bridget O ’Brien, who grad­
uated 111 Hecemher troin tlu 
Umversits of C^alifornia. Los 
Angeles ”1 got a B.A. in geographv 
hut I think mv diploma is B.S' 
O'Brien, who opposed the recall 
election that propelled
Scliwarzenegger to the governors 
seat,w,is among the first hatch ot stu­
dents to receive diploma' with the 
a.'tors signaturi.The others will he 
gn'en out atte: the more traditional 
graduation ceremonies tins montii 
I tevin Theobald wht' graduates 
tin week troiv, Humboldt .State 
University said the signature h,is 
symholi. value to him because 
Schwarzenegger rose from roots as 
an ^tlstrlan immigrant to become 
one of Hollvwood's biggest stars and 
governor ot the nation s most popu­
lous state
“He IS a man living the American
dream, giving all hope for success,” 
said Theobald, a member of the 
Republican club on the campus, 
which is along the state’s northern 
coast near the Oregon border.
It’s not the first time college grad­
uates in California have taken home 
diplomas with a famous signature. 
Ronald Reagan was governor for 
eight years, winning the first of his 
two terms in 1966.
But Schwarzenegger is one of the 
world’s most popular movie stars, far 
more popular than Reagan was. His 
tame adds an amusing twist to the 
otherwise traditional document.
His signature will appear on the
diplomas of the 12.S,()()0 students
who graduate each year from the
nine-campus . University of
California system and the 23-cam- ■*
pus C^alitornia State University sys­
tem. His signature will not be 
included on degrees awarded by the 
state’s community colleges.
A column m the Daily 
Californian, the student newspaper 
at the University of Chilitorma, 
Berkeley, suggested diplomas grant­
ed during Schwarzenegger’s tenure 
might become a collectors’ item, 
.•some students even joked that they 
would consider putting their degrees 
up for bid on eBay.
A Schwarzenegger autograph, 
however, lists for just S3() or less on 
the Internet auction site. The value 
of the diploma signatures could be 
even less because they are copies of 
one delivered to each campus by the 
governor’s office.
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Lower Price on
Natural Light Keg's
$45.99 + tax
We'll have your best deal on:
Beer Q roceries
W ine Snacks
Spirits C offee
Lottery
Tobacco
Fountain Drink
credit 1 atm cards accepted
Store Hours:
CMMPU8
BOTTLE Sum-Wed; 7:50am-l TOOpm Thur-3at- 7 • 50am- 12 OOpgi
aSOCMJPORNU call 543-0023
Kiss me!
I work for the Mustang Daily
Wanna put the “news ” in newspaper?
Mustang Daily is looking 
for a few good section 
editors for the 2004-05 
school year.
To apply, pick up an 
application in Building 26, 
R oom  226.
H ere’s w hat w ere  
looking for:
• NEWS EDITOR
• SPORTS EDITOR
• ARTS & CULTURE 
EDITOR
• WIRE EDITOR
• DESIGN EDITOR
• COPY EDITORS
Prerequisite: Two quarters o f 
the M ustang Daily class 
(JO U R 352) and a nose for 
news!
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State Briefs
ELK GROVE — In an effort to build momentum  
for the release o f his budget plan Thursday, Gov. Arnold 
SchwarzcMieggcr announced Wetlnestlay aii agreement with 
local officials that will save the state S2.6 billion over the next 
two years but may add to the deficit in the future.
So fir, the administration has negotiated three deals that 
trade temporary cuts for a promise of more money in com­
ing years.
The governor is expected U> unveil his final budget plan 
Thursday, including his ideas for how to close a shortfall 
estimated in January at $17 billion.
• • •
SACRAMENTO — A key Assembly committee 
deferred action Wednesday on a bill to legalize 
same-sex marriage in California, placing the legislation 
in limbo as lawmakers examine its financial effects and sup­
porters determine if they have the votes to pass it this year.
After the Assembly Appropriations CTmimittee heard 
testimony on the bill by Assemblyman Mark Leno, I )-San 
Francisco, it placed it in its suspense file without a vote.
Although the bill passed another Assembly committee 
last month — which supporters said was the first time any 
gay marriage bill had passed a legislative panel in the nation 
— Assembly Speaker Fabian Nunez said the legislation 
would most likely go no further this year.
• • •
SACRAMENTO — Ruth Green, a Santa Barbara 
educator, was elected as president o f  the state Board 
o f  Education Wednesday.
Green, a Democrat, was appointed to the board in 
January by Cîov. Arnold Schwarzenegger. She has served as 
a member of the board of trustees for Santa Barbara ele­
mentary and high school districts. She has also served on 
state advisory panels on instructional materials and testing.
“She brings to the position of board president a strong 
background in curriculum and assessment, and long dedica­
tion to serving the needs of our most at-risk students,” said 
Jack O ’Connell, state superintendent of public instruction.
CîR'en replaces board president Reed Hastings, who was 
first appointed in 2000 by then-Ciov. Cîray Davis. Hasting» was 
reappointed to the nine-member board by Schwarzenegger.
—  Associated Press
WASHINGTON — The abuse o f  Iraqi prisoners by 
U.S. troops went beyond the photos seen by most 
Americans, shaken lawmakers said Wednesday after view­
ing fresh pictures and video that they said depicted forced 
sex, brutality and dogs snarling at cowed prisoners.
Some members of (aingress said they feared that m.iking 
the images public would inflame international outrage and 
endanger Americans still in Iraq.
The private screening of more than 1,000 photos in a 
top-secret room of the U.S. Capitol came one day after 
Islamic militants announced they had beheaded an 
American in lrat| to avenge abuse at the Abu Ghraib prison.
• • •
MORRIS PLAINS, N.J. — A key panel o f  lay 
Roman Catholics is angrily accusing American bish­
ops o f  backsliding on a central plank o f their reform 
prograni aimed at stopping clergy sexual abuse.
But some chun h leaders are fighting back, saying that the 
National Review Board is overstepping its authority.
• • •
WASHINGTON — Former Enron employees who 
lost millions o f dollars in retirement money in the 
company’s collapse would get at least $66.5 million 
from settlements Wednesday o f  two lawsuits. Labor 
Secretary Elaine CTiao said.
The employees alleged in a class-action suit that they lost 
more than $1 billion because the now-bankrupt energy 
company and its officers fiiiled to execute their duties in 
administering Enron’s pension plan.
The partial settlement calls for the company employees 
who were trustees of the plan to hand over an $85 million 
insurance policy that covered them against liability.
• • •
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. — A Biogen Idee Inc. exec­
utive resigned Wednesday after federal regulators 
launched an investigation into his trading o f  another 
company’s stock, the biotech firm said.
The Securities and Exchange Commission notified the 
Ciambridge-based Biogen on April 26 that it was looking into 
trades made by Nabil Hannah, a company executive vice 
president of research based in San Diego. Hannah resigned 
Wednesday after an internal review, the company said.
—  Associated Press
World Briefs
GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip — An explosion ripped 
apart an Israeli armored vehicle Wednesday, killing 
five soldiers, in the second such attack by Falcstinian mili­
tants in (kiza in two days.
Hours later, an Israeli missile attack killed seven 
Palestinians in a refugee camp, Palestinian medical officials 
said. Four other Palestinians were wounded in the missile 
strike on the Rafah camp near the Figyptian border, the 
medical officials said.
• • •
LONDON — One o f every 10 schoolchildren in 
the world is overweight, and about 45 million have an 
increased risk of developing diabetes, heart disease and 
other illnesses before the age of 20, said the first global 
assessment of child obesity.
The report, compiled by The International ObesityTask 
Force, estimates that at least 155 million children between 
the ages of 5 and 17, or about 10 percent of the total, are 
too heavy, while almost 45 million of them are obese.
The findings were submitted to the World Health 
Organization before next week’s critical vote by the 
world’s health ministers on whether to adopt a global strat­
egy on diet, physical activity and health.
The strategy, which the U.N. health agency has been 
developing for two years, aims to head off a worldwide cri­
sis in chronic diseases linked to bad eating habits and lack 
of e.xercise. A third of all deaths globally are from ailments 
linked to weight, lack of exercise and smoking.
• • •
MEXICO CITY — Mexican air force pilots 
filmed 11 bright, rapidly moving objects in the 
skies that an expert said proved the existence o f  
UFOs, but defense officials said Wednesday no conclusions 
had been reached about the objects’ origins.
A videotape aired Monday on national television 
showed a series of brilliant objects flying at more than 
11,480 feet over southern Campeche state. The tape was 
filmed March 5 by air force pilots using a video camera 
equipped with an infrared lens.
The objects appear to accelerate rapidly and change 
course suddenly.
—  Associated Press
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Community Feotures
Individual Leasat, Fumiahad Apartment Homee, Private Bedrooms Available, Walking Dietance to 
Cal Poly, On City Bus Route. Heated Pool Plaza with Sun Deck, Beautiful Courtyard Areas,
Video Lounge with Big Screen TV, Computer Center and Study Room, On-Site Convenience Store 
vrith Video Rentals, Rve CtOthes Care Centers. 24-Hour Emergency Maintertance
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Spring Job Fair - All majors
Thursday, May 13,2004
Open Forum: 9:30 am to 1:00 pm  
Interviews: 1:30 pm to 4:00 pm
Chumash Auditorium
A& PAG STRUCTURES. INC.
ABERCROMBIE & FITCH 
ADP
AFFILIATED ENGINEERS, INC.
ANRITSU COMPANY 
APPLIED BIOSYSTEMS 
APPLIED TECHNOLOGIES ASSOCIATES 
BASTIAN MATERIAL HANDLING 
BAYAURM
BENCHMARK LANDSCAPE, INC.
BOSTON SCIENTIFIC 
C&D AEROSPACE 
CINTAS CORPORATION 
CITIBANK WEST
COASTAL BERRY COMPANY LLC 
COLE CHRYSLER DODGE 
CUPERTINO ELECTRIC 
DAVID EVANS AND ASSOCIATES, INC.
DEE JASPAR & ASSOC., INC., CIVIL ENGINEERS 
DEL MONTE FOODS 
DMJM DESIGN
DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION 
E & J GALLO
ECOM ENGINEERING, INC.
ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION OF SLO 
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE 
ELK CORPORATION 
EMC
ENTERPRISE
FAMILY CARE NETWORK, INC.
FAMOUS SOFTWARE 
FASTENAL COMPANY 
FCI CONSTRUCTORS, INC.
FRITO-UY OPERATIONS 
GENERAL DYNAMICS C4 SYSTEMS (NAVSOC)
GUARDIAN INDUSTRIES 
HERTZ LOCAL EDITION 
HESS COLLECTION WINERY 
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE 
INTERNATIONAL COLOR SERVICES 
JENSEN CORPORATION 
KROGER MANUFACTURING 
KYOCERA WIRELESS, CORP.
L-3 COMMUNICATIONS 
MARKETING EVOLUTION 
MAXIM HEALTHCARE SERVICES 
MED-BILLING CORPORATION 
MERVYN'S
MOORE WALLACE NORTH AMERICA, INC.
MORIARTY INSURANCE AGENCY 
N. V. HEATHORN, INC.
NEVADA COUNTY ECONOMIC RESOURCE COUNCIL 
NORTHROP GRUMMAN 
NURSERYMEN'S EXCHANGE, INC.
NUSIL TECHNOLOGY 
OMNI DESIGN GROUP 
PARAMOUNT CITRUS ASSOCIATION 
PARAMOUNT FARMS 
PARSONS CORPORATION 
PCL CONSTRUCTION SERVICES INC.
PENFIELD & SMITH 
PULTE HOMES 
QUAD-KNOPF INC.
RAIMONDO PETTIT GROUP 
RAYTHEON COMPANY 
RELIANCE STANDARD LIFE INSURANCE 
ROBERT MONDAVI CORPORATION 
SAN JUAN RANCH
SANTA CLARA VALLEY WATER DISTRICT 
SCANTRON CORPORATION 
SCORE LEARNING INC.
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS COMPANY 
SHIMMICK CONSTRUCTION COMPANY INC.
SOUTHERN WINE AND SPIRITS 
STRYKER ENDOSCOPY 
SUNRISE GROWERS 
SWALES AEROSPACE 
TARGET DISTRIBUTION 
TETERA+E, LLP 
U.S. PEACE CORPS 
UPS
USS POSCO INDUSTRIES 
VERISITY DESIGN, INC.
VERIZON WIRELESS 
WALGREENS
WELLS FARGO FINANCIAL 
WEST PAK AVOCADO, INC.
Spring Job Fair - CAED
Architecture Environmentai Design majors
Friday, May 14,2004
Open Forum: 9:30 am to 1:00 pm  
Interviews: 1:30 pm  to 4:00 pm
Chumash Auditorium
U V
U Vi
AEDIS, INC. 
A V IU  DESIGN 
B3 ARCHITECTS & PUNNERS 
BAHR ARCHITECTS 
BAUER AND WILEY ARCHITECTS 
BLUE SKY DESIGNS, INC. 
BLUE SPRUCE LANDSCAPE 
BOULDER ASSOCIATES 
BSA ARCHITECTS 
CALPO HOM & DONG ARCHITECTS 
CARLILE COATSWORTH ARCHITECTS, INC.
CAS ARCHITECTS, INC. 
CEARNAL ARCHITECTS, INC. 
CHOATE PARKING CONSULTANTS, INC.
CLARK REALTY BUILDERS 
COASTAL BERRY COMPANY LLC 
COLLABORATIVE WEST (THE) 
COMMUNITY WORKS DESIGN GROUP 
CUPERTINO ELECTRIC 
DAHLIN GROUP ARCHITECTS AND PLANNERS 
DAVID EVANS AND ASSOCIATES, INC. 
DEEMS LEWIS MCKINLEY, ARCHITECTS/ENGINEERS
DMJM DESIGN 
EDAW
ENCLOS CORPORATION 
GARDEN ROUTE, THE 
GASKILL CUSTOM HOMES 
I  GILLESPIE DESIGN GROUP, INC.
^ 6REENBRIAR HOMES COMMUNITIES
HEATHCOTE & ASSOCIATES ARCHITECTURE 
HGA ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS 
HLA GROUP LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS & PUNNERS
HMR ARCHITECTS, INC. 
IMA^DESIGN 
KENT MIXON ARCHITECT 
KITCHELL 
KTGY GROUP, INC. 
LIGHTFOOT PUNNING GROUP 
LIONAKIS BEAUMONT DESIGN GROUP, INC.
LPAINC.
MW PELTZ ♦ ASSOCIATES, INC. 
N.V. HEATHORN, INC. 
NEUMANN MENORO ANDRUUTiS ARCHITECTS
NUVIS
PCL CONSTRUCTION SERVICES INC. 
PERKOWITZ ♦ RUTH ARCHITECTS 
PULTE HOMES 
QUAD-KNOPF INC. 
QUATTROCCHI KWOK ARCHITECTS 
RAUSCHENBACH MARVELU BECKER ARCHITECTS 
REA, RICHMOND, AND LUKER, ARCHITECTS, LLP
ROBSON HOMES 
ROEL CONSTRUCTION CO., MC. 
RRM DESIGN GROUP 
RTKL ASSOCIATES, INC. 
SHIMMICK CONSTRUCTION COMPANY INC. 
SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL, LLP 
STRAUSS DESIGN GROUP 
SUMMERS MURPHY S PARTNERS INC. 
TAYLOR GROUP ARCHITECTS (THE) 
TEMPLE A ASSOCIATES 
TETERA+E,LLP 
TLCD ARCHITECTURE 
TURNKEY, INC. 
U.S. PEACE CORPS 
WALD. RUHNKE, & DOST ARCHITECTS 
WARE MALCOMB ARCHITECTS, INC. 
WARNER GROUP ARCHITECTS, INC.
WEBCOR BUILDERS 
WENELL, MAHHEIS, BOWE 
WESTBERG ♦ WHITE, ARCHITECTS 
WEST COAST CONTRACTORS, INC. 
WILLIAM HEZMALHALCH ARCHITECTS, INC. 
WtSS, JANNEY, ELSTNER ASSOC., INC. 
Y H LEE ASSOCIATES, ARCHITECT
' i/
% For a complete list o f companies 
and position descriptions, 
logon to myxalpoly.edu 
and click on Mustang Jobs! Cal Poly, Building 124 
805.756.2501
www.careerservices.calpoJy.edu
SPRING SPECIAL!
1 0 %  O F F
A L L  S E R V IC E S  
Anytime with student id
Orvuti Rd
-)
À m
'Hink FarmK.: « '
OPEN
'4on-Fri 9atn-7pm Sat 9am-3pm 
Sundays Closed
NAILS & SPA
A PROFESSIONAL NAIL CARE & SPA
Pedicures • Manicures 
For Men and Women
WALK-INS WELCOME
541-9999
3230 BROAD ST. #120 • SAN LUIS OBISPO
(The Village Marketplace) (Ample Free Parking)
60619
Townhouse Apartment Living for Students
Great Amenities...
Your Own Bedroom in 3-Bedroom Units 
Each Bedroom is Individually Leased 
Fitness Center and Heated Pool 
Computer Lab with FREE Internet Access 
Recreation Center/Billiards/Ping Pong 
TV Lounge with 72” Big Screen and VCR 
Walk to Shopping Center and Restaurants 
On SLO City Bus Route 
Convenient Leasing Options 
Reduced Noise Hours After 10PM 
GPA Discount of 5%-10% for Superior Grades 
Full-time Maintenance Department 
24 Hour Staffing for After-Hours Assistance 
NEW! Credit Card Payments Now Accepted
V i r t u a l
o n « ''®vaier>ci»*P*
On-site Tours Weekdays 9am-5pm à Saturdays 10am -2pm
555 Ramona Drive, San Luis Obispo CA 93405 
tel 805-543-‘1450 fax 805-543-1477 www.valenciaapartments.com
Ta n n i n g  C enters
Largest Ta n n in g  C enters 
ON THE C e n tr a l  Coast
Ew Ex t e n d e d  H a ppy  H o u r  Sp e c ia l
H a l f  O f f  Ta n s  o n  a l l  B e d s  
Mo n -Fri S pm-IOpm 
Su n  10AM-3PM
1 M o n t h
U N L IM IT E D  T a n n i n g
$39
Black Beauty 
341-55v50; 4A1-9675
6  Ta n s
$19
Regular Beds
$22
Black Beauty
541-5550: 451-9675
r-:
ORNIA ST. SLO
1527 G r a n d  A V B rG R O V H tB lA < 3f*401- 9e '
*
jy e '/in e á á e e '
Q / ä o f  i to  -  ¡ tit
8:00p/fM
77ÙÀeù: 7 5 ff-;r0 8 7
U n i v e r s i t y
U n i o n
A d v i s o r y
B o a r d
University Union 
Advisory Board 
Choir Elections
Tuesday, May 25 
4 p.m. bldg. 52 E-27
The UUAB's mission is to
advise, through review
and comment, the For moreuniversity president and informationASI executive director contact:regarding operation of 
the student body center ASI Student
fee-funded facilities Governnnent
(University Union, University Union
Recreation Center and room 202
Sports Complex) and 756.5826
their programs and ,
services.
1 •
a s i.c a ip o ly .e d u / g o v e rn m e n t
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
If you're HUNGRY fpr a
liot meal and looliin' for a
GREAT DEAL... 
WHO'S YA DADDY?
WE DELIVERI
San Luis
541-2222
Los Osos 
f)34-0222
(Next to Hollywood Video)
SC K rrrU M m oU S
E E  P i Z Z A
Buy a Medium or Large Pizza (at menu price) 
Get 2nd of equal or lesser value FREE!
I t l  WaIN ml a il ailar altar ’■allwarv ciaraa aaallas ■Ml aaaalal.
llaiiiai Tiaia aali.
a i v o f
S.VÎ luis CXMSPO
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
for the Mass Transportation Committee
The City of San Luis Obispo is now accepting applications for a 
student representative to serve on the Mass Transportation 
Committee.
The Mass Transportation Committee meets quarterly and 
assists with an ongoing program of public transit in the City and 
Cal Poly. The Committee provides advisory recommendations 
and input to the City Council regarding routes, schedules, 
capital projects, fares, marketing and additional services.
Interested students, 18 years or older, a registered voter and a 
resident of the City, are encouraged to apply. Applications may 
be obtained at the City Clerk's Office, City Hall, 990 Palm Street, 
or on the City's website at www.slocity.org.
For m ore inform ation, please contact the C ity  C le rk 's  Office at 781-7103
fíne catering • rôtisserie 
ejife • cjim  out
1255 Monterey Street 
(hy Java tiaUery) 
San Luis OA
fe.conî
10% Discount
on Thursdays
for Student & Faculty w/ i.d.
Hours: Mon-Fri I lain-Tr-fOpm 
, Open weekends bv appointment
The Local's Choice
Blue N ote  Music
Guitars & String Instruments Since 1986
Featuring a quality 
selection of:
Martin  - Santa C ruz 
Taylor - H ill - Alvarez 
CoLLiNGS - National
Choose from our wide 
selection of:
Ma n d o lin s  - Banjos 
Dulcim ers - Vio lin s  
C ellos - Ukuleles
Complete Service 
8i Repair 
Department
Rental
Instruments 8c 
Lessons
570 Higuera St. Suite UO, 
in  the creamery 
Open Mon-Fri llam-6pm, 
Sat llam-6pm 
wwwJ>luenotemusic.com 
805-641-6188
Mon.~"Fri. Roiyviskxi-
@  Charter Communication
9:CX) am Q^ annel 2
O N IV F R S iT V
UNION
f d S i
^ J V E N T S
Bi
B i o w o / J r
Saturday, May 22
12-5pm
Cal Poly Parking lot H-16
(north of Campus Market)
Free Admission
Giant Bicycles presents riders from 
the X-Games, Gravity Games, and Vans Triple Crown
JND plus
Joose  ^ The Expendables  ^ Habanero
TVTTSVr
Food / Craft Fair / Activities / Give-aways
■ ' '  C o fn m an te& 5tofy>deasO CPTV^caipo^<edu
Distinguished Educator Award Nominations
T he C al Poly  chap ter o f  the C alifo rn ia  Faculty  A ssociation  (CFA ) is seeking  nom inations from  students and faculty  for 
the "D istinguished  E ducator A w ard." T he aw ard  is being given to recogn ize  faculty  and educators w ho  are not yet tenured. 
Tenure track-faculty , librarians, and counselors are inelig ible for m any  teach ing  aw ards, yet they  deserve recogn ition  for 
their teaching , professional activ ities and service to the university.
C r i te r ia ;  teach ing  excellence, ou tstand ing  professional developm ent, ou tstanding  service. P lease prov ide specific 
exam ples that support your recom m endation  and include the nam e o f  the nom inee and departm ent, as w ell as your nam e 
and departm ent.
N o m in a tio n  D e a d lin e :  M ay 14, 2004  To nom inate som eone, send your nom ination  through  cam pus m ail to D orothy  
P ippin, CFA, B uilding 38-141, o r em ail your nom ination  to :dp ipp in@ calpo ly .edu  T hese aw ards w ill be p resen ted  at the 
CFA E nd-of-year B arbecue to be held in C uesta  Park on Tuesday, June  8.
Please take the time to nominate someone you see as deserving o f recognition.
i^ J a lifo rn la  
^ ^ T a c u l t y
d is s o c ia t io n
Carr, Chris A CBUS Accounting 
Lancaster, Kathryn CBUS Accounting 
DeTurris, Dianne J CENG Aerospace Engineering 
Hurley, Sean P CAGR Agnbusiness 
MacDougall ,Neal A CAGR Agribusiness 
Qenani-Petrela ,Eivis CAGR Agnbusiness 
Rickard, Bradley J CAGR Agribusiness 
Shaw, David S CAGR Agribusiness 
Burd, Matthew CAGR Animal Science 
Delmore, Robert J CAGR Animal Science 
Koutsos, Elizabeth CAGR Animal Science 
Peterson, Daniel G CAGR Animal Science 
Archer, Graham C CAED Architectural Engineenng 
Baltimore, Craig V CAED Architectural Engineering 
Brady, Pamalee A CAED Architectural Engineering 
Dong, Kevin J CAED Architectural Engineering 
Ho, Damon T CAED Architectural Engineering 
Mwangi, James P CAED Architectural Engineenng 
Neuenhofer, Ansgar CAED Architectural Engineering 
Nuttall, Gordon B CAED Architectural Engineering 
Choi, Don H CAED Architecture 
Disanto ,Thomas L CAED Architecture 
Muller, Brook W CAED Architecture 
Pena, Robert B CAED Architecture 
Reich, Jonathan W CAED Architecture 
Stannard, Sandra J CAED Architecture 
Lovaglio, Enrica CLA Art & Design 
McCormick, Kathryn E CLA Art & Design 
Adams, Nikki L CSM Biological Sciences 
Black, Michael W CSM Biological Sciences 
Florez-Duquet, Maria CSM Biological Sciences 
Knight, Charles A CSM Biological Sciences 
Ritter, Matthew K CSM Biological Sciences 
Villablanca, Francis X CSM Biological Sciences 
Vredevoe, Larisa K CSM Biological Sciences 
Wendt, Dean E CSM Biological Sciences 
Daza, Oscar H CAGR BioRes & Ag Engineering 
Kelly, Shaun F CAGR BioRes & Ag Engineering 
Fernando, Raymond H CSM Chemistry & Biochemistry 
Gragson, Derek E CSM Chemistry & Biochemistry 
Hagen, John P CSM Chemistry & Biochemistry 
Kantorowski, Eric J CSM Chemistry & Biochemistry 
Lindert, Lisa M CSM Chemistry & Biochemistry 
Boswell, Michael R CAED City & Regional Planning 
del Rio Nascimento, Vicente CAED CRP 
Doyle, D Gregg CAED City & Regional Planning 
Chadwell, Charles B CENG Civil & Environmental Eng 
Hall, Garrett J CENG Civil & Environmental Eng 
Jansen, Daniel C CENG Civil & Environmental Eng 
Kachlakev, Damian I CENG Civil & Environmental Eng 
Mukheijee, Pama CENG Civil & Environmental Eng 
Nelson, Yarrow M CENG Civil & Environmental Eng 
Rahim, Ashraf M CENG Civil & Environmental Eng 
Gharibyan, Hasmik CENG Computer Science 
Haungs, Michael L CENG Computer Science 
Kearns, Timothy J CENG Computer Science 
Keen, Aaron CENG Computer Science 
Keen, Diana CENG Computer Science 
Kurfess, Franz J CENG Computer Science 
Nico, Phillip L CENG Computer Science 
Seng, John S CENG Computer Science 
Smith, Hugh M CENG Computer Science 
Turner, Cladc S CENG Computer Science 
Jones, Barry K CAED Construction Management 
Weber, Paul A CAED Construction Management 
Duran, David UCTE Div Grad Studies & Educ 
Harris, Kathleen C UCTE Div Grad Studies & Educ 
Herter, Roberta J UCTE Div Grad Studies & Educ 
Jaques, Jodi D UCTE Div Grad Studies & Educ
Wood, Zoe J CENG Computer Science
Ruef, Michael B UCTE Div Grad Studies & Educ
Appel, Christopher S CAGR Earth & Soil Sciences
Jones, Susan S CBUS Economics
Ahlgren, William L CENG Electrical Engineering
Arakaki, Dean Y CENG Electrical Engineering
Liddicoat, Albert A CENG Electrical Engineering
Mealy, Bryan J CENG Electrical Engineering
Saghri, John A CENG Electrical Engineering
Slivovsky, Lynne A CENG Electrical Engineering
Taufik, NFN CENG Electrical Engineering
Yu, Xiao-Hua H CENG Electrical Engineering
Armstrong, Mary A CLA English
Cokal, Susann B CLA English
Gillette, David D CLA English
Richison, Jeaimine D CLA English
Webber, Robert CLA English
Cheney, Charise L CLA Ethnic Studies
O'Neill, Colleen M CLA Ethnic Studies
Zulfacar, Maliha CLA Ethnic Studies
Hawk, Susan N CAGR Food Science & Nutrition
Neuhaus, Thomas W CAGR Food Science & Nutrition
Nicholson, Lisa M CAGR Food Science & Nutrition
Olabi, Ammar A CAGR Food Science & Nutrition
Donegan, Lorraine D CLA Graphic Communications
Horelick, Walter D CLA Graphic Communications
Keif, Malcolm G CLA Graphic Communications
Macro Jr, Kenneth L CLA Graphic Communications
Osmond, Penny K CLA Graphic Communications
Morris, Andrew D CLA History
Trice, Thomas R CLA History
Costello, Michael J CAGR Horticulture & Crop Sci
Fox, Jennifer Ryder CAGR Horticulture & Crop Sci
Green II, David E CAGR Horticulture & Crop Sci
Steiiunaus, Scott J CAGR Horticulture & Crop Sci
Wong, Jeffrey C CAGR Horticulture & Crop Sci
Colvin, Kurt W CENG Industrial & Manufact Eng
Crockett, Robert S CENG Industrial & Manufact Eng
Freed, Tali CENG Industrial & Manufact Eng
Javadpour, Roya CENG Industrial & Manufact Eng
Macedo, Jose A CENG Industrial & Manufact Eng
Pan, Jianbiao CENG Industrial & Manufact Eng
Waldorf, Daniel J CENG Industrial & Manufact Eng
Barber, Clifford S CBUS Industrial Technology
Crother, Cynthia A CBUS Industrial Technology
Djassemi, Manocher CBUS Industrial Technology
Singh, Jagjit CBUS Industrial Technology
Gentilucci, James L UCTE Joint Doctoral Program
Allen, Teresa A CLA Journalism
Soares Jr, John CLA Journalism
Claik, Robert D CSM Kinesiology
Jankovitz, Kristine CSM Kinesiology
O'Bryant, Cainille P CSM Kinesiology
Puhl, Susan M CSM Kinesiology
Diamond, Beth CAED Landscape Architecture
MacElroy, William P CAED Landscape Architecture
Friend, Kathleen D CLA Liberal Studies
Leary, Myleen M CBUS Management
Lituchy, Terri R CBUS Management
Wild, Rosemary H CBUS Management
Tie^e, Brian CBUS Marketing
Chen, Katherine C CENG Materials Engineering
Niebuhr, David V CENG Materials Engineering
Savage, Richard N CENG Materials Engineering
Alongi, John M CSM Mathematics
Bachman, David C CSM Mathematics
Borzellino, Joseph E CSM Mathematics
Fisher, Gwen L CSM Mathematics
Grundmeier, Todd A CSM Mathematics
KauL Anton CSM Mathematics
Harlan, Sallie G Library Info & Instructional Sve
Clay, Sariya T Library Info & Instructional Sve
Vuotto, Frank Library Info & Instructional Sve
Somerville, Mary M Library Info & Instructional Sve
Goshen, Anne E Campus Relations
Gilbert, Barbara J H&CS Counseling Services
Peracca, Mary L H&CS Counseling Services
Kirk, Colleen M CSM Mathematics
Medina, Elsa Z CSM Mathematics
Retsek, Dylan Q CSM Mathematics
Richert, Benjamin P CSM Mathematics
Riley, Kate J CSM Mathematics
Sze, Lawrence H CSM Mathematics
Todorov, Todor D CSM Mathematics
White, Matthew E CSM Mathematics
Birdsong, Charles B CENG Mechanical Engineering
Davol, Andrew I CENG Mechanical Engineering
Delagrammatikas,George J CENG Mechanical Eng
Higgins, Brian S CENG Mechanical Engineering
Klisch, Stephen M CENG Mechanical Engineering
Maddren, Jesse CENG Mechanical Engineering
Murray, William R CENG Mechanical Engineering
Owen, Franklin C CENG Mechanical Engineering
Pascual, Christopher C CENG Mechanical Engineering
Patton, James S CENG Mechanical Engineering
Ridgely, John R CENG Mechanical Engineering
Schuster, Peter J CENG Mechanical Engineering
Shollenberger, Kim A CENG Mechanical Engineering
Thomcroft, Glen E CENG Mechanical Engineering
Brammeier, Meredith M CLA Music
Dicus, Christopher A CAGR Natural Resource Mgmt
Goldenberg, Mami A CAGR NRM-Rec Parks & Tourism
Love, Teresa A CAGR NRM-Rec Parks & Tourism
Lynch, Joseph J CLA Philosophy
Bensky, Thomas CSM Physics
Echols, Robert S CSM Physics
Garcia, Antonio F CSM Physics
Hoellwarth, Chance C CSM Physics
Schwartz, Peter V CSM Physics
Arceneaux, Craig L CLA Political Science
E)oan, Alesha E CLA Political Science
Evans, Emmit B CLA Political Science
Valenty, Linda CLA Political Science
Williams, Jean M CLA Political Science
Daniels, Denise H CLA Psychology & Human Devlpmt
Pedrotti, Jennifer T CLA Psychology & Human Devlpmt
Sweatt, Lisa I CLA Psychology & Human Devlpmt
Duchowny, Laurel A CLA Social Sciences
Jones, Terry L CLA Social Sciences
Keese, James R CLA Social Sciences
Abrams, Jessica R CLA Speech Communication
Delaure, Marilyn E CLA Speech Communication
Carlton, Matthew A CSM Statistics
Doi, Jimmy A CSM Statistics
Lund, Ulric J CSM Statistics
McGaughey, Karen J CSM Statistics
Rossman, Allan CSM Statistics
Walker, John H CSM Statistics
Dugan, Timothy J CLA Theater & Dance
Machamer, Josh T CLA Theater & Dance
Hernandez, Anita C UCTE UCTE
Tomasini, Alice T UCTE UCTE
Harlan, Sallie G Library Info & Instructional Sve
Clay, Sariya T Library Info & Instructional Sve
Vuotto, Frank Library Info & Instructional Sve
Somerville, Mary M Library Info & Instructional Sve
Goshen, Aime E Campus Relations
Gilbert, Barbara J H&CS Counseling Services
Peracca, Mary L H&CS Counseling Services
Open 24 hours
EVERYDAY
212 Modonna Rd. • San Luis Obispo, CA
Get the Classes 
You Need this 
Summer!
P ay Ju s t $ 18 a u n it !
CAL POLY STUDEIMTS:
Complete general ed., support, and major classes at 
Allan Hancock College this summer. Hundreds of Hancock 
courses fulfill your Cal Poly lower division graduation 
requirements. Enroliment fees are Just $18 a unit 
($54 for a typical class).
Examples of Equivalent Courses
CAL POLY COURSE AHC EQUIVALENT
Bus 212 
BiOl 111 
Engl 149 
Geog 250 
Hist 111 
Math 251
Acct 110 
Biol 100 
Engl 104 
Geog 101 
Hist 105 
Math 123
Psy202 = Psych 101
For a complete list of Cal Poly/Hancock 
equivalent courses offered this summer, 
g o t o  w w w .h a n c ockcolleQe.etlu 
and click on "Cal Poly Students",
Register May 3* June 11 online at 
www.hancockcoileQe.edu 
and click on "WebReg"
Classes begin June 21
æ
A L L A N  H A N C O C K  C O L L E G E
A California public community college 
800 South College Drive, Santa Maria 
toll free I -866-DIAL AHC (342-5242) ext. 3363
eneia
Townhouse Apartment Living for Students
Great Amenities...
• Your Own Bedroom in 3*Bedroom Units
• Each Bedroom is Individually Leased
• Fitness Center and Heated Pool
• Computer Lab with FREE Internet Access
• Recreation Center/Billiards/Ping Pong
. TV Lounge with 72” Big Screen and VCR 
. Walk to Shopping Center and Restaurants
• On SLO City Bus Route
. Convenient Leasing Options
• Reduced Noise Hours After 10PM
. GPA Discount of 5%-10% for Superior Grades 
. Full-time Maintenance Department
• 24 Hour Staffing for After*Hours Assistance 
. NEW! Credit Card Payments Now Accepted
FLO O R  PLAN
V irtu a l To u r
O n lin e  „ .c o m
o»\enc»aaP“"
On-site Tours Weekdays 9am-5pm à Saturdays 10am -2pm
555 Ramona Orive, San Luis Obispo CA 93405 
tel 805-543-1450 fax 805’*543-1477 www.vaienciaapartments.com
4^ é AT !f t  T
»lATTßlSS ^
special Offers and Pricing for Students in our
COLLEGE TOWN DEPARTMENT
►
►
►
i t u d w t  L a w § § t  
P r t€ 9 d  I f f
Twin Set... .... $89
Full Set...........$ 1 2 9
A  Queen Set.......... $ 1 7 9
S t u d m t  L o w t f  t  
P ik m l P llk tw V o p
Twin Set......$179
Full Set.......... $ 2 1 9
Queen Set.......... $ 2 8 9
King S et.......... $ 3 5 9
Plush/Firm
Twin Set......  $289
Full S e t..........  S 3 6 9
Queen S e t............ $ 3 7 9
K in g S e t............ $ 5 7 9
tutom bunkbeät deybeät bedroom/offltt furnltura
h  e r  Dviivvi y
------ - - ------ ----
Ufa,
Plush/Firm
Twin Set....... $229
Full Set............$ 2 8 9
Queen S et............ $ 3 8 9
King S e t .......... $549
/  n w r u f  P i ¡ (  
O uiunn trr  “
D'EhgancÊ
Plush/Firm
Twin Set... ... $299
Full Set.......... $ 3 9 9
Queen Set............ $499
K in g S e t.......... $ 6 9 9
Ufi t fH' i hryl  k'livf't y  "
0 ’ihganc9
iu p ê r P h im  PMhrn D if
ilWin Set... ....$349
Full Set............$ 4 5 9
Queen Set............ $ 5 7 9
King S e t ...........$ 7 7 9
^ I W i
B rin g  in  this a d  for these special prices
HOUfll
M o n t â t  lO iO O ^ iO O  w m
S u n l l iO O -S iO O  f S
VJi - i;-
A I T C P M  A T I V I T  I M C P I P A T I A M ___A L I tK n lA I flVC. IIN O n IK A I ll/nr
While some draw on faith or family for guidance, art and design senior 
Rachelle Kam seeks Tarot, a form of card reading akin to fortune telling.
STORY BY CHRISTINA JOSUN PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY NATHAN CASWELL
_ __  - ........  ■-______ ■- *<L ■■
10 Thursday, Mav 13,2004
A l t e r n a t i v e  i n s p i r a t i o n
Artist draws on fortune telling for art exhibit, senior project
She sat in a room with Tarot cards 
n front of her, in the shape of a 
Celtic Cross. It was at this point that 
Kachelle Kain saw her future and 
Knew exactly what she wanted to 
do for her senior project — and 
possibly with the rest of her life.
“The uncertainty of the future 
plagues the mind,” Kam, an art and 
design senior with a studio art con­
centration, wrote. “Without reassur- 
ince, individuals may rely on faith, 
hope or prayer to make appropriate 
decisions in life. In the past, people 
would turn to ancient powers, 
diviners and mystics to foresee 
upcoming events.”
Her senior project, which can be 
viewed in the University Union 
Epicenter until May 31, was a recre­
ation of the SIX Tarot cards that were 
pulled for her Celtic Cross reading.
Kam's friend Debra Guyton, 
who is so protective over her cards 
that she sleeps with them under 
her pillow, did the reading. She has 
been practicing Tarot since she was 
nine years old and said she believes 
the deck is an extension of one’s 
ipirit or soul.
¿4 Reading Tarot cards is like talkini^ 
to a therapist. They don V tell yon 
anything set in stone; they only 
guide you in the right direction. ”
-DEBRA GUYTON
statistics junior, Tarot reader
cup overflowing with desire.
“This contemporary cup brings 
forth the qualities of life that, the 
mythological and symbolic grail 
represents,” Kam said. “And Hazlitt’s 
quote presents the unseen qualities 
of the Holy Grail to Dante 
Moriani’s stemware.”
The second card, which crosses 
her and shows what she’s moving 
toward, was the Nine of tentacles. 
This card “reveals good sense and 
sound administrative ability, which 
produces order out of chaos,” Kam 
said.
She represented this card with the 
original constellation Sagitta (the 
arrow), which shows that she’s mov­
ing forward in the right direction. 
The artwork also contained a quote 
in French which translates to “the 
stars will guide you.”
“The arrow is used to represent 
the one shot by Apollo against 
Cyclops, but is more commonly 
seen as Cupid’s bow,” Kam said. 
“This card illustrated with Sagitta 
symbolizes the swift fulfillment of 
what is predicted by nearby cards.” 
The third card, which is beneath 
her and shows what 
she’s recently over­
come, was the Five of 
Pentacles. This card 
shows strain and anx­
iety materializing 
through poverty, 
hardship, a harsh
“The phrase ‘God save us,’ writ­
ten on the card in (ireek, crosses 
barriers of time and faith,” Kam 
said.
Kam captures the essence of the 
fourth card, the Seven of Swords, 
with a drawing of seven Chinese 
swordsmen. Five of the men are col­
ored black and the other tw'o are 
grey, symbolizing the two swords 
that weren’t stolen.The drawing also 
embodies a poem written in 
Chinese by Du Fu. The poem is 
about a woman who loses five of 
her sons because of war.
The fifth card, which crowns her 
and reveals her future, was the Three 
of Cups, it invites general good 
cheer, hospitality, entertainment, 
dancing and gladness. The sixth 
card, which is before her and expos­
es what’s right in front of her, was 
the Four of Pentacles. This corre­
sponds to greed, complete material 
success and assured power. The card 
normally uses the image of a stable 
king holding four coins; two at his 
feet, one in his hands and one above 
her head.
“My card is represented by a fig*- 
lire of Rameses II and four bullet- 
torn targets,” Kam said. “The price 
of stability is costly and gains are not 
easily attainable. The Egyptian 
hieroglyphs included are those o f‘to 
see’ and ‘greed’ the consequences of 
such success.”
“Reading Throt cards is like talk­
ing to a therapist,” statistics junior 
Guyton said. “They don’t tell you 
anything set in stone; they only 
guide you in the right direction.”
Six cards were pulled for Kam, 
including the Ace of Cups, Nine of 
Pentacles, Five of Pentacles, Seven of 
Swords,Three of Cups and the Four 
of Pentacles.
The first card, which covers her 
and represents where she is in the 
present, was the Ace of Cups. This 
card is extremely fortunate, repre­
senting happiness and fulfillment, 
often characterized as the Holy 
G\;ail.
In Kam’s depiction of this card, 
she painted a version of glass artist 
Dante Moriani’s stemware. The 
painting is accompanied with a 
quote by William Hazlitt about a
Surrounding the large Tarot cards 
struggle to survive, a that Kam created through her own 
loss of security and a imagery are smaller cards that illus­
trate many different cups, rose win­
dows, swords and constellations 
(with nine stars). Each small card, 
which was soaked in tea and 
embossed with silver powder, repre-
decline in status.
Kam illustrated this with five 
stained glass, rose (circular) windows 
together under an arch. Each win­
dow portrays a saint who is poor 
and struggles but looks up to God sents just one of the many meanings 
for guidance. ot the overall card.
we
there yet?
DAYS TILL
SUMMER
Thrift Store
S h o p  W ith  P urpose!
Clothing, Furniture, Household Items, 
Jewelry, Books and Collectibles
Quality items ot reasonable prices
-L .* 'Supporting Needed 
Community Services
10am  • 5pm Monday - Saturday 
M7 Uphom Sk— t (n*or Iroad), SIO 
545-0823
$69
SuMtay-ThuTMliy
Complimentary Continental dreakfast In-Koom Coffee 
Fool and Spa Afternoon Tea, Coffee & Cookies
15 Minutes to  beaches. Wineries & Golf
(6 0 0 )5 4 5 -2 7 7 7  f t T  4 * 4
C d l r o l y  2074 MonUny Stmt •StnLiri$0U$pc
*Not valid during holidays or special events, subject to availability, expires 6/ 31 /04.
NATHAN CASWELL M USTA N G  DAILY
Rachelle Kam’s artw ork was inspired by a Tarot card reading and 
captures Egyptian and Chinese influences.
Her project is the compilation of been interested in,” Kam said. “ I 
a year’s worth of hard work and could see these cards relating to 
hours of research. anyone’s life and that’s why I chose
“Tarot is something I’ve always it for my senior project.”
G la u  • Pottery • Painting • Bronze Sculpture» * Jewelry • Mens & Women's Clothing & Accessories
Art & Clothing
10% OFF ALL 
Clothing and Accessories 
show student i.d.
10% OFF ALL
hand bloujn glass pipes!
7  Slade
Red Engine Jeans 
Project E 
Zoo York 
Sanctuary 
G reed  
N atural High 
Fornarina Jeans
1 1 0 5  Santa Rosa Street
5 4 40 0 9 9
A R T S & C U L T U R E
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S t y l e  on c a m p u s
PinK pleated and laidback the 
Cal Poly spring fashion report
Rachel Musquiz
MUSTANG DAILY
l ike anciont liicronlyphics, the 
dosots of many stiuk'nts docuniL'nt 
their ciTllegc lives. Being able to inter­
pret tlie diseowries tells all about the 
individual, whether he or she is fash­
ion savv'y or imeoneerned with 
tremls.
T-shirts, sweatshirts and even sweat­
pants tell stories of where students 
h.ive been ,ind what they have done. 
C'anipus eliibs, (ireek organizations, 
sports teams, residenee halls, 
Assoeuted Students Inc. events and 
university departments reward partic­
ipants with wardrobe e.xpansion. 
Statements these gRitips make range 
from “This is what a feminist looks 
like” by Cal Poly Womens Awareness 
to “Rush (enter fraternity name 
here)” and classic desigis including 
“C,il I’oly (a)llege of Agriculture.”
Apparel tells not only the stor\- of 
what students h,ive done but where 
they have been. Sweatshirts promot­
ing other colleges those students were 
consulering or places they have visit­
ed can be spotted amund campus.
C'al Poly students express who they 
am by what they wear, whether it is 
the casual Cd’SU 1-shirt and jeans to
class or trends 
straight from 
H olly  w o o d .
L.ist season s hot 
items included 
mesh trucker 
hats and Ugg 
s h e e p s k i n 
boots. While 
those items are 
still popular.
Students are 
starting to shed 
the vs'inter look 
and aslapt to the 
weather and 
lifestyle on the 
C'entrai C'oast.
When spring 
fever arrives, 
students dress
for comfort. Sweaters, scarves and any 
footwear that requires socks are 
thn)wn iiiM the abyss of the back of 
the closet as stuilents .idjtist to the 
sunshine.
“Fverx'one is really laid back here,” 
Avanti manager and psychology 
senior Lauren Ansolabehere saiii. 
“People want to be comfortable.”
The must-h.ives for women this 
spring include skirts and heeled flip- 
flops on the top o f the list.
“Shorter skirts is what’s going on,” 
said l.auren Paries, women’s buyer at 
Central Co.ist Surfboards.
1 hese hot items are found mlax- 
ing in classRYoms, cruising down­
town and playing at the beach. 
Casual skirts in cotton or denim with 
a touch of flair — like a funky hem­
line, pleats or wide waistband — 
have made an impression on the 
women of Cal Poly.
The ’HOs-iaspired fa.shion gets hot­
ter with the temperaatre. Bright col­
ors, non-traditional matching pat­
terns, stripes and ofF-the-shoulder 
shirts add retro style to any outfit. 
Another hot look this season is a 
more feminine look, with anything
BRIAN K E N T MUSTANG DAILY
Hot looks for the season: It’s short skirts for 
women (above) and board shorts for men (below ).
pink, rutiled ami heart-shaped as sta­
ples.
For the men out there, fashion h.is 
not tlrifted far fixmi years past. I-shirts 
by cLiy and coll.ired wxiven shirts by 
night are paired with board shorts, 
denim and cargo shorts or pants. '! he 
slight differences in this year’s style are 
changes in the placement of the logo, 
nu>re fitted F-shirts, not as h.iggy'jeans 
•ind new and edg\' brands like RVCA.
Unlike women, who h.ive retail 
stores lined tip downtown, shopping is 
limited for men in San Luis Obispo.
“ Fhere’s not a huge amount (T 
places for guys to get clothes hem,” 
Mike jacot, buyer and manager at 
( X IS, said.
Surf' shops ofi'er clothing inspimd 
by extmme sports like surfing and 
skateboaRling.
“Whether you do sports or not, 
there’s a lifc“style behind it,” Jacot said.
The Central Coast lifestyle thrives 
on being laidback and comforttble 
while expressing the individual’s taste. 
Anything goes, but confidence is the 
ultimate acces.sory.
“If you feel good about what 
you’re wearing, people can tell,” 
Ansolabehere said.
QiterIngUnllmItefl.Coiii
We eater at your location or eater at ours!
fe:-
Club Banquets 
Department Award Dinners 
Fraternity/SoroHty Formats S Dances
Discover us at www.cateringunlimited.com
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UU Hour fashion show to 
benefit mental health agency
Liza Sullivan
MUSTANG DAILY
l.iza Lesdnson isn’t about to gradu­
ate witlmut knowing she made a dif- 
feR.mce.And wnth her vision to spice 
up UU Hour, Levinson, Assexiated 
Stiulents Inc. events cooulinator and 
recreation administration .senior, 
brings to C2al Poly the first ever ASl 
fashion show totlay
“We wanted to change up UU 
Hour,” Levinson said of a beghniing- 
of-tlie-year gvxil she set with ASÍ pn>- 
gram coonlinator Liz Adams. “We 
came up wath the fashion show idea, 
and we wanted it to raise money for 
something.”
The Spring Into Fashion UU 
Hour special is in recognition of 
Mental Flealtli Awareness Month, and 
all money raised through donations 
and prize drawing ticket sales will go 
to the Transitions Mental Health 
Association, a San Luis (4bispo-based 
nonpn>fit organization.
“FL>r me it’s a really important 
month.” Levinson said. “No one ever 
thinks of Mental He.dth Awammess 
Month. They disreganl it, and they 
don’t think of people that have men­
tal pniblems.”
Curtains and a catwalk are being 
set up off F.1 Corral Bookstore, .ind 
Wild lOii is pnividing the show’s 
emcee, J Swass, and the music.
“We’m not screw’ing amund,” 
Levinson said. “I'his is gonna be
g l K K l . ”
Mom than 3<) students from c.uii- 
pus fraternities, .soniritic«. sport teams, 
clubs and other organizations are 
modeling spring and summer clothes 
donated by Central Coast Surfboards, 
Uptown Jeans Co., Lucky Lu Lu’s, 
Therapy aimmemicheUe.com ,T iamo. 
Farm Supply and El Corral 
Book-Store.
One-tloUar prize drawing tickets 
will give students a chance to win gift 
certificates, clothing and other prizes
f R ) i n  the participating stoav.
L evinson expects the fashion show' 
to raise a couple hundivd dollars for 
T'MF!A,“which isn’t th.it much,” she 
said,“but the more tickets we sell, the 
moR* we c,in donate.”
TMFIA pRwides mentally ill chil­
dren, adults and seniors with housing, 
employment and case management 
ami pRimotcs acceptance thiough 
community' events to cHlucate the 
public about their program aiui 
clients.
With recent state fiscal problems, 
the fashion show couldn’t have come 
at a more perfect time.
“We’m facing significant biulget 
cuts,” executive director of TMHA 
Jill Bulster-White said. “We need 
help restoring the programs being 
lost.”
TMHA expects to f.ice a $1 mil­
lion cut fmm county' funtiing, which 
foR'es them to pull the plug on nine 
of their rehabilitation pmgrams —  a 
loss of services to nearly ‘XKi clients 
— unless moR' money can be raised.
“Every little bit helps,” Bulster- 
Whitc,a 1‘T!0('al Poly grailuate, said.
Levimon’s original purpose for the 
fashion show' was to promote San 
Luis Obispo stOR's to the stiulents, but 
the main goal now is to help raise 
money for TMHA.
“They’re Rxilly lacking funding, 
and they’re an awc'some organiza- 
tioIl.” she said.“lfw'c just have S2(K) to 
give them, that’s moR* than they had 
befoR*; at lea.st it will be a fiin event.”
TMHA staff and clients wiU be at 
the fashion show' for support, distrib­
uting information on their pRigrams 
and the recent funding loss. They will 
also have petitions for students to 
sign.
The beauty about the Spring Into 
Fashion show is that it’s an effort 
totally by the students, BuLstcr-White 
said. It’s differcnt because students 
really don’t have interaction with the 
mentally ill, she said.
 ^>■ ■gr-jTa
Get Paid for Your Recipes!
Bring in your favorite recipe that you 
have learned in college. I t  can be fo r 
anything...appetizers, drinks, meats, 
desserts, salads, veggies, you name it! 
Ju s t fill out our form  telling us where 
you got this recipe from  and get $ 5  o ff 
your purchase! W e are compiling a 
cookbook fo r college kids and your just
might be in it!
Red P»Lf€«3r
3 pairif your su «  (»ifffery sfudi<t/
Corner of Chorro A Palm 
545-POTS
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Schools, parents 
should regulate 
childhood obesity
C o m m e n t a r y
C'hildhood obesity is a rapidly growing problem. Five to 25 percent 
of children and teenagers in the United States are obese, not to men­
tion the countless amount who are simply overweight.
According to T.G. Lohman's “Journal of Physical Education, 
Kecreation ¿S. Dance,” obesity in children is defined as an excessive 
accumulation of body fat. It’s present when total body weight is more 
than 25 percent tat in boys and more than 3^ percent fat in girls.
lleing drastically overweight can cause many pliysical complications 
such as: pediatric hypertension, increased risk of coronary heart dis­
ease. high level of blood pressure, gall bladder disease. Type II diabetes 
and cholesterol problems, backache, drowsiness and headaches.
There are also many psychological problems that occur with obesi­
ty. These include low self-esteem, eating disorders, depression, 
increased suicide attempts and many more.
“Psychological etEects are ditTicult to study, but obese children may 
be scarred permanently,” Indiana State Kep. Charlie Brown said in an 
interview on www.in.gov.“Psychological concerns plague these obese 
children, not to mention the effects of harassment they might receive.”
On his “Child Health and Wellness Info” Web site, Paul 
Koumeliotis estimates that the chance of remaining overweight as an 
adult is 20 percent at 4 years of age, but jumps to SO percent for ado­
lescents, so there is a large chance overweight teenagers will become 
overweight adults.
This is a problem that needs to be fixed both by the schools that 
these children attend and, most importantly, their parents.
I support the recent development at certain schools that have cut 
back on fatty foods served at lunchtime and disposed of all soda and 
candy vending machines, despite the effect on the school’s annual rev­
enue. This is important because school lunches account for about 20 
percent of children’s total weekly calorie intake.
These same schools are also adopting new physical education pro­
grams that make kids become active at least four to five times a week. 
As of now, only one-third of elementary students exert daily physical 
activity, either at school or at home, according to 
www.kidsource.com.
In C2ilifornia alone, a Public Health Institute revealed that ‘>5 per­
cent of districts sell fast foods and junk foods on campus. In some 
school districts, ,is many as 50 percent of students are overweight, 
according to a state report. Former Cîov. ('»ray Davis signed a bill in 
2001 that will raise nutrition standards and put restrictions on the 
kinds of foods and drinks that can be sold in school vending machines 
beginning in July 2004.
Last year, ('alifornia became the first state to ban the sale of soft 
drinks at elementary and junior high schools.
“About two dozen states are considering total bans or limits on 
vending machine products,” Alicia Chang ofThe Associated Press said. 
“About 20 states already restrict students’ access to iunk food until 
after lunch.”
Another important step is for schools to send home monthly or 
yearly health report cards. These cards will make parents more awaa* 
of the health risks threaten their sons or daughters.
Parents need to take a more active role m the health of their chil­
dren. They should start offering more fruits and vegetables at dinner 
and encourage their children to ride their bike or take the dog for a 
walk in place of watching television.
Parents should also cut down on the amount of fast food that their 
children consume. Children’s diets should include more sandwiches 
and salads instead of cheeseburgers and french fries.
Overall, schools and parents need to obtain a greater awareness of 
the harmful effects of obesity and try their hardest to teach children 
to eat healthy. If children are taught to eat right, they’ll maintain 
healthy habits throughout their lives. It needs to be ingrained in them 
that being nutritious is their only option. This is the only was that 
we’ll be able to decrease obesity.
Christina Joslin is a journalism junior and Mustang Daily staff writer.
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Free press doomed when politics 
and business are intertwined
In recent months,
www.M oveOn.org, “ Nightline” 
and Michael Moore all have been 
censored by the corporate news 
media for their opposition to poli­
cies o f the Bush administration.
While our First Amendment 
protects us from government 
infringement o f free speech, it 
doesn’t protect us from corporate 
censorship.
Companies like CBS, Sinclair 
and Disney have a huge responsi­
bility to the American people and 
democracy.
They are the floodgates of 
information in our society, picking 
and choosing what news to make 
public and what to bury. They 
define the margins of our political 
debate.
But news corporations are built 
on profit. Unlike other types of 
corporations, they not only have 
an interest in how the public 
responds to policies, but the power 
to alter that response.
When documentaries like 
Michael M oore’s “ Fahrenheit 
*>/11 ” have the power to oust a 
corrupt president and roll back 
tens of millions of dollars in tax 
incentives, corporations give them 
the axe.
What you, the public, and I will 
be missing out on this time is a 
documentary detailing a shady sys­
tem of deals and favors exchanged 
between the Bush oil fortune and 
the Saudi Arabian royal family, 
including that o f Osama bin 
Laden.
As you will recall, 16 of the 18 
terrorists in the Sept. 11 attacks 
were from Saudi Arabia. European
news sources, including the BBC, 
have reported on a series of inves­
tigations relating to the war on 
terror that were quashed by the 
Bush administration when it 
looked like they were leading back 
I to Saudi Arabia.
Moore believes Bush is covering 
for the corrupt Saudi Arabian 
monarchy, even though that 
monarchy is suspected of funding 
terrorism that kills Americans.
Disney’s official reason for 
refusing to distribute Moore’s film 
is that it does not want “to distrib­
ute a partisan political film that 
may offend some of our cus­
tomers.” This is the same Disney 
that distributes Sean Hannity’s 
radio show and broadcasts Rush 
Limbaugh. Disney also distributed 
such noncontroversial classics as 
“Pulp Fiction” and “Kill Bill 2.”
Moore believes it comes down 
to tax benefits bestowed on 
Disney theme parks and ventures 
from W ’s baby brother, Jeb.
(Censorship o f political dis­
course not only is wrong, but as 
John MciCain stated last week, it is 
“a gross disservice to the public, 
and to the men and women of the 
United States Armed Forces.”
The United States is founded 
on the principle that a wide array 
of ideas and solutions is critical to 
running the nation in the best way 
possible. The national dialogue is a 
marketplace where the great ideas 
like sliced bread and sneakers pre­
vail while communism and Clear 
Pepsi get stale on the shelf.
On Monday, Sen. Tom Daschle 
said stifling democratic discourse 
corrodes our democracy. He also 
stated a fair and independent
media is critical to preserving fair 
debate on pressing issues. That’s 
why the founding fathers wrote a 
free press into the Bill of Rights.
What Senator Daschle didn’t 
point out is that a free press can’t 
exist when corporate interests 
compete with the public interest.
When corporations eliminate 
the exchange of ideas that are not 
beneficial to them, such as the 
possibility that the man w'ho gave 
them tax cuts is a slimeball, the 
marketplace doesn’t work.
(3K, maybe Michael Moore is 
an attention-seeking sociopath, or 
even just a liar. But if that’s the 
case, what’s the harm in letting 
him put out his silly nonsense so 
the reasonable public can roundly 
criticize him?
If his points are as worthless as 
Disney thinks they are, then dis­
tributing his film won’t jeopardize 
the Bush dynasty. And if he’s onto 
something, then Disney has an 
obligation to let the man speak.
If a war is being fought and men 
and women are being killed, tor­
tured and raped because of some­
one’s personal vendettas, the 
American public needs to know.
If one of our leaders has inap­
propriate financial ties to the lead­
ers of a repressive monarchv where 
our troops are helping maintain 
order, the American public needs 
to know that, too.
And if our healthy American 
corporations are censoring* ideas 
because thev might lose a few 
bucks, well, I guess at least you 
know that now.
Barbara Meyer is a writer for the 
Kansas State Collegian at Kansas 
State University.
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C o m m e n t a r y
Last year, the Davis Whole Earth 
Festival boasted a total of 600 
pounds of unrecycled waste. 
Compare that to more than 1,000 
pounds of residential waste pro­
duced by the average Californian 
each year. California may lead the 
nation in diverting 48 percent of 
waste from landfills to recycling 
programs, but that’s nowhere near 
the 2003 WEF figure: 95.5 percent.
Ideally, there should be zero 
waste. We all know this. But there 
are three things that stand in the 
way of this goal: apathy, economics 
and technology.
Studies consistently show that 
people don’t walk down the hall to 
recycle their cans. Even when the 
bin is a few feet away, like at my 
place, the environmentally unedu­
cated or inconsiderate residents see 
fit to throw the future away. Like 
parasites, they live off of the hard 
work of others.
Sometimes the wastefulness is 
institutionalized for economic rea­
sons. Two years ago, the city of 
New York myopically reduced its 
recycling program, and last year the 
R4 program at U (' Davis was 
threatened by the administration.
Five years ago, the EFA estimat­
ed that nine states, including New 
York, had less than 10 years left of 
landfill capacity. As the cost of 
dumping and exporting garbage
rises, it makes you wonder if you 
can truly save money by temporar­
ily cutting recycling programs.
Dumping is not a solution to 
waste; it is merely borrowing 
against the future. Even modern 
environmentally friendly landfills 
with layers of soil, rock, clay and 
polymer liners, are really only a 
containment facility. Leachate — 
water that has been soaking in 
buried waste — has to be treated 
and the site monitored to ensure 
that leakage into the watershed 
does not occur. Eventually, we will 
have to clean it all up.
We are finding that fewer and 
fewer waste products can be stored 
in our landfills. Last year, electron­
ic components such as monitors 
and hardware were restricted, as 
they contain toxic metals such as 
lead, mercury and cadmium. With 
the backlog in electronic junk that 
needs to be processed, the govern­
ment is turning to the manufactur­
ers with a concept called “product 
stewardship.’’
Manufacturers of cheap prod­
ucts and wasteful packaging — and 
the consumers who buy them — 
will finally have to pay for their 
choices. With product stewardship, 
consumers will pay an advanced 
recycling fee at purchase for the 
recycling of the product at the end 
of its life.
This would, in eftect, make it in
everyone’s best interests to make 
and buy more environmentally 
friendly products. Then, the gener­
al public would no longer have to 
foot the bill for others’ more 
wasteful practices. It is more than 
an idea — it is becoming law, 
beginning with Senate Bill 20, the 
Electronic Waste Recycling Act of 
2003.
The ultimate goal is zero waste. 
Eventually, I envision state-of-the- 
art facilities where garbage goes in 
one end, and methane and raw 
materials come out the other. 
Opponents of recycling programs 
(1 wasn’t sure that they really exist­
ed either!) want this too, but they 
would rather wait until this is pos­
sible before managing waste today.
But the state of recycling today 
is dismal. Most plastics can only be 
recycled one or two times. We 
need to expand existing programs, 
and develop new materials that can 
be recycled indefinitely or degrad­
ed safely.
But zero waste also depends on 
each of you. Hear ye, nomadic stu­
dents who move every summer — 
the dumpsters overflow with your 
trash, and half of it is still good. 1 
once found a sweet cedar chest 
complete with a set of towels 
locked inside a few years ago.
Karl J. Mogel is a writer for The 
California Aggie at the University of 
California, Davis.
L e t t e r s  t o  t h e  E d i t o r
Bush not surrounded 
by military experience
Our president says he’s disgusted 
with images from the war. This is 
the war to which he sent us, the 
war we’re told to support. Is it a 
surprise that one soldier would 
humiliate or torture another? Our 
president preaches that our enemy 
is evil, bent on destroying 
America, freedom and civilization. 
We have killed 10,000 Iraqis and 
sent 710 Americans to their grave. 
Now Bush is surprised and dis­
gusted by some images of wartime 
souvenirs. Apparently Bush does 
not recognize the face of war. 
Either that, or his steely nerves, so 
honed by the horrors of the Texas 
Air National Guard, lead him to 
feign indignation.
Military service in Bush’s inner 
circle: George W. Bush: Used his 
daddy’s influence to duck out of 
Vietnam. Dick Cheney: Avoided the 
draft and did not serve. John 
Ashcroft: Avoided the draft and did 
not serve. Karl Rove: Avoided the 
draft and did not serve. Colin Powell: 
Boasts a distinguished military 
record.
L e t t e r s  P o l i c y
Guess which one of these men 
doesn’t want to continue in Bush’s 
cabinet if he is re-elected?
Brian Wood is a computer science grad­
uate student.
Media slants toward 
negative reporting
Just a thought: Maybe Mustang 
Daily can run this photo. Isn’t it 
interesting to note the slant the 
media has toward negative reporting? 
If this paper has the guts, it would be 
nice to see the photo at 
http://www.drudgereport.com/iiraq 
.htm printed in an editorial.
Jason Walsh is an electrical engineering 
junior.
There is proof of 
Armenian genocide
1 am writing in response to the let­
ter “Governor capitalizing on historic 
tragedy’’ (May 11). I am disgusted by 
Karahan Mete’s comments regarding 
the Armenian genocide. She claims 
that Gov. Arnold Schwarzenej^'r’s
comments regarding the genocide are 
pmpaganda, and there is no pmof of 
any genocide during the World War 1.
Millions of Armenians wem sys­
tematically taken out of their homes 
and dragged through the desert, beat­
en, raped and burned alive along the 
way. About 1.5 million did not sur­
vive, and those lucky enough to sur­
vive became refugees in neighboring 
A.sian, European and Middle Ea,stern 
countries. If Mete wants proof, she 
should go read a few books. There are 
several, containing documents fixMU 
high-ranking Turicish officials who 
u i^  and approve of the extermina­
tion of the Armenian people. Another 
form of proof is myself.
My last name used to be 
Ekmekjian, as most Armenian last 
names end in “ian.” But, my great 
grandfather, who had been living in 
Turkey' his whole life, had to remove 
the “ian” to avoid persecution. Now I 
have to live with this; it directly affects 
me.
I urge everyone to take some time 
and R*search this topic on their own. 
You will be surprised how much you 
will learn.
Armen Ekmekji is an industrial tech­
nology sophomore.
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Editor’s note: Mustany Daily does not condone hit^ f^ e drinkin{t and 
encourages Cal Poly students to drink responsibly.
The perfect “sex-filled” house party is an ever-elusive event, 
occurring as infrequently as the aligning of the planets or the pass­
ing of the millennium. Unbalanced male/female ratio, keg conges­
tion and cops are just a few of the hurdles one must overcome. It’s 
amazing that college students will spend hours studying the unim­
portant topics of physics, economics and law but fail to spend more 
than a few moments making their party the hook-up fest it deserves 
to be. Fortunately, the J-Spot has commissioned a study from the 
most degenerate partiers of all time. Our report, in its entirety is pre­
sented before you today:
Step 1: Three parties are better than one. Yep, that’s right. Every 
party is actually three mini-parties in disguise. The three parts:
The pre-party: This is the small circle of friends who gather to 
booze their gourds off before the rest of the party arrives. Save your 
best drinks for the pre-party since you’ll be too sauced to care later. 
Women will usually pull out a blender, make mixed drinks and pose 
for snapshots. Guys will slap dominoes. Pre-parties usually begin in 
the evening and go until 10 p.m.
The party: This part is the “real party.” The 
party usually begins at 10 p.m. and lasts until 2 
a.m. This is the longest part of the party but 
ultimately the least important. Think of it as 
the pre-party for the post party.
The post-party: This is the actual party; the 
time after the cops have come and everybody 
has gone home except for friends and recently 
acquired hook-up prospects. During the post­
party, the party continues on a smaller, more 
personal scale. Ninety-five percent of hooking 
up occurs in the post-party. The post party 
begins at 2 or 3 a.m. and continues until the 
last man collapses. Sometimes a trip to Taco 
Bell signals the start of the post-party.
Step 2: Dust off the moonshine. Alcohol is 
the quintessential party favor and all great par­
ties runneth over with it in some form or 
another. Whether it’s brewed from potatoes,
wheat or cactus, alcohol is the lowest common denominator for 
party success. After all, what other substance makes us invulnerable 
to criticism, enhances the appearance of women and men alike and 
provides us with the unthinkable courage to brazenly flaunt our own 
greatness?
Step 3 : Download some Guns and Roses. Music is the pulse of 
your party and without it people are forced to speak and communi­
cate. Remember, no one actually likes speaking to strangers, and 
music will cover up the awkward silence after everything you say. 
Should you ever find yourself with nothing witty to say, just shut 
your eyes and bounce your dome. Whoever you are talking to will 
assume you’re too faded to function and walk away.
Plus, where there’s music, there’s dancing. Usually a group of 
women's will start dancing by themselves to get the dance floor 
going. No guy actually likes dancing, but since that’s what women 
do, guys are forced to follow suit.
Step 4 : Unleash the power of demographics. Ultimately, the suc­
cess of your party is going to be determined by the people who 
come to it. An equal amount of men and women is the ideal yet 
unattainable goal. No matter how many women you invite and no 
matter how many guys you dis-invite, you will always end up with 
more men at your party than women. This is one of the greatest 
mysteries of life.
Fun, crazy and scandalous women are the focal points of all par­
ties and you should make it your goal to invite as many of them as 
you can. Guys worship them and women study them.
Step 5: Expect ChiefWiggum to show up. All good parties result 
in at least one police visit. The best way to avoid this is to tell, or 
better yet invite, your neighbors to your party. Inviting the older 
neighbors shows your friends that you’re cultured and well rounded, 
and it allows these post-college guests to get nostalgic about their 
own days of yesteryear. Should the police roll through, send out your 
smoothest talking friend and deputize him with all powers of nego­
tiation. Any ticket is immediately divided between the members of 
the house, regardless of whose friend caused it. In some ways the 
cops coming is a blessing in disguise, as it ends the “random people” 
occupation of your pad and signals the start of the “post-party,” 
which if you remember, is actually the “real party.”
So there you go Cal Poly, now any one of you can throw the per­
fect party. Remember, parties don’t change. Only times change. The 
same principles that made your grandparents post-war shin-digs rav­
ing successes can turn your fiesta into the party of the year.
Jam es W. Whitaker is a business senior and Mustang Daily columnist. 
He can be e-mailed at jww ceo@ yahoo.com .
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s iatl: i iis ro K Y  m u s e u m
S h rive r u n ve ils  
‘re m a rk a b le  
w o m e n ’ exh ib it
Jim Wasserman
ASSOCIATED PRESS
SACRAMF.N rc') - C',ilirorma is 
famous for its sunsets, mountains and 
1 li4ly\vood. Out its women are also 
Nometlnng to behold.
That's the theme behind a new 
state museum exhibit that salutes 
some of the biggest names m 
C ^ilif'ornia's history — more than 
2(M) women from astronaut Sally 
Kide to television ehef Julia (diild.
It's the brainchild of first lady 
Maria Shriver.
Shriver, saying she quickly 
noticed a prominent lack of 
women's images in the state C'apitol 
museum, spurred the state 
Department of Parks 
and Recreation early 
this year to produce a 
m.ijor exhibit on 
women pioneers and 
other standouts in the 
arts, business, sports, 
entertainment and 
social world.
Shriver is to for­
mally unveil the 
exhibit, dubbed 
Ikemarkable
A jury of historians, curators and 
prominent Chilifornians picked a 
broad range of achievers that 
includes Hewlett I'ackard C'EO 
C\irly Fiorina, novelist Amy dan, 
radio personality Dr. I aura 
Schlesinger and the late Ruth 
1 landler, inventor of the Barbie doll. 
Among others: the late Amelia 
F.arhart, who received her pilot's 
license in Long Beach in 1922. the 
late Joan Kroc, who donated mil­
lions of dollars from her McDonald's 
fortune to charities and Julia 
“Butterfly” Hill, who occupied a 
redwood tree for more than two 
years until 1999 and “drew' world­
wide attention to the campaign to 
save old growth forests.”
I feel like I came from a ^reat 
family o f remarkable women.
/ continue to be inspired 
by them.
-MARIA SHRIVER
( 'a l i f o r m a ’s first lady
“California’s 
Women,” Wednesday 
night w'ith her husband. Cov. Arnold 
Schwarzenegger.
The show, opening d hursd.ty at 
the California State History 
.Museum near the C^ipitol, testifies 
to the influences of Chilifonha 
women inside the state and beyond. 
While spotlighting dozens of world- 
renowned superstars and celebrities. 
It displays three Academy Awards 
won by actress Elizabeth daylor, the 
ice skates t)f Olympic gold medalist 
Kristi Y.imaguchi and a black dress 
worn by actress |ulia Rt)berts .is she 
received a ('u)klen Clobe award.
But It also honors 91-year-old 
molecular biologist Marguerite Vogt, 
still working at the Salk Institute in 
La Jolla, anil former skive Bridget 
“Biddie " M.ison, w ho became one 
of the first black landow ners in Los 
Angeles.
“ I feel like 1 came from a great 
family of remarkable women,” 
Shriver said while leading a tour 
Wednesd,iy. “ I continue to be 
inspired by them.”
She olFered special praise for the 
late architect Julia Morgan, who 
became the first woman to graduate 
from L’Ecole des Beaux Arts in 
Baris, in 1902, then designed scores 
of buildings throughiTUt (kilifonha, 
including Hearst Ckistle.
“I love her. She's so extraordinary. 
So ahead of her time,” Shriver said.
Shriver said she most likes the 
exhibit's “red carpet of opportuni­
ty," a stroll designed to impress 
young women of the wide army of 
careers available to them, from 
judge and archaeologist to ni.iyor 
and w ife. I he walk ends before a 
sign where women can be pho­
tographed as “(hilifornia's first 
woman governor.”
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M AY SPECIAL El Corral Bookstore
www.elcarralbaakstare.cam
• New heavy bags 
‘•Hot Yoga t
Ask about our womens only classés
956 Foothill BIvd. SLO 805-549-8800
www.slokickboxina.com
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Crossword Edited by Will Shortz No. 0401
A C R O S S
1 One of a 
mKjrating herd 
4 Dance related 
to the cha-cha 
9 Area of South 
Africa
14 Not be alert
15 Simmering, 
perhaps
16 Wear
17 E xerciser's 
target
18 Apollo 17 wiK 
the last one
20 “Let me make 
one tlvnt] 
perfectly clear, '  
eg
22 Means of 
detection
23  _______al-Fayed,
friend of 
Princess Diana
24 U.S P.S. cargo 
Abbr.
25 Weak
27 Buckeye beauty
31 Was artificially 
cooled, for short
32 Improvise
33 College sweater 
letter
34 Black, in poetry
35 “If only!“
37 Piteft
38 Set-to
39 Bender
40 C.I.A. director 
under Clinton 
and Bush
41 Get a closeup of
43 Units of 
capacitance
44 Roy portrayed 
in “Angels in 
America"
45 Portia to Brutus, 
eg.
46 Cause for a 
blessing
48 Lottery player’s 
happy Shout
52 Meat loaf recipe 
instruction
54 Keats subject
55 Make up (for)
ANSW ER TO  PREVIOUS PUZZLE
s 0 o p
T R A j P
P E T I E
1 N A L LH 1 D 0 L
R 0 L E oH b 1 R L
A L E rB  I s N 0
H A Z a [ r ] d p A Y
E H A N A l l E T D
P 1 ■  M S L E S
1 S P Y
U N K E R
s E 1
1 L E
N 0 T S 0
R E E N
C R E E
A S K S
i ___can of
worms
' Blood-typing 
abbr,
I Some Kf C 
orders
I Having a little 
kick
I Old White 
House inits
D O W N
Chow on 
I Collars 
1 How the 
answers to this 
puz/le's 
Italicized cluei 
all appear 
like a song of 
lament 
1 Oxygen- 
deprived 
1 14 years before 
the Battle of 
Hastings 
One In charge of 
a ship's rigging 
1 Cries of pain 
I This year's 
recruits 
figurativeiv 
t "Gunsmoke' sia 
Animation fiqur
Ju st___on tm
map
Wallace wtic 
wrote "Ben Hu 
' Thin strip • 
Subject oi a 
Donne r^uoti 
Nceson of "Net 
Irish PM Bertii 
Queen Arnidaia’s 
fiome in "Sta 
Wars' film;
-
U
Km z I«  by Byron Wald«n
27 Hollywood 
bigwia Michael
28 like the 
answers to ifiis 
Duzzle s 
italicized clues
29 Looks 
embarrassed
30 Doesn't handle 
pressure well
35 Boo follower
36 In a bit
37 Shore bird
39 Change tor a 
Jefferson
40 Airport route
42 Book of 
hexagrams
43 Irate 
46 Against
47 Certain cap 
source
48 Palm for 
thatching
49 Yokemates
50 TV neiqh-sayer?
51 “Picnic" 
playwright
52 Dated
53“Fear
For answers can 1 900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute, or, vnth a 
crcHlitcaro, 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday 
crossworos irom the last 50 years 1-888-7 ACROSS 
Online suoscriotions Today s puzzle and more than 2,000 
past puzzles, nytirncs com/crosswords ($34.95 a year). 
Share tips: nytimcs-com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young 
solvers, nytimes.com/learning/xwords
E l  C o r r a l  
w m S m S m t B o o k s t o r e
WWW. eicarralbaakstare. com 
opea Monday - Satarday
O iLPCXY
ip o k s
U n i v e r s i t y  Sq u a r e  
open 7 days a week
C Í Í Í kdly
D O W N T O W N
opea 7 doys a week
ONE and
TW O bedrooms
Fairview 546-0377 
SLO Village 544-9072 
Pager 542*2945
Starting at  only $775
close to
Cal Poly and 
Downtown
Ontu9^
S a n  L u is  P ro p e rt ie s
Kimberly Conti
Broker-Associate
539 M arsh St. •  SLO • 783-4426
Call Kim Today For All of Your Real Estate Needs!
STUDENT DISCOUNT TRAVEL
-Authorized STA Ticketing Agency-
Airline Tickets • EuraiJ Passes • Ind. Student ID  Cards 
Ind. Youth Hostel Membership • Vacation Break Pkgs.
Use our web site to research & plan your next trip:
e-traveltime.com
For Expert personalized service, visit or contact us:
698 Marsh (at Broad), SLO (free parking at door) 
7 8 3 - 7 0 0 1 . . . . ;.........  ...... cp@tvltm.com
Ò Belter BHii BusineM - f. Bureau.
CST»?i:07ôC-iO
TRAVBJIME.
PrafessionalliiBMBi and Insuanœ Services
Mustang Daily is the coolest! Nose for news!
C L A S S I F I E D
HELP WANTED
SUMMER CAMPS
wvinv.daycampjobs.com
HELP WANTED
Sum m er Sports Cam p Counselors 
Near Stanford, $ 72 -$90/day 
www.DecathlonSportsClub.com
Models needed for 2 0 0 5  
swimsuit calendar. Call local 
propeller mft. Piranha Props for 
more info at 7 8 1 -3 8 4 8
Student Assistants!
Plan events, produce publications, 
assist with programming for CP 
parents. Apply at 0 1 -2 0 9
CM R G  is actively looking for 
research candidates who have 
sprained an ankle. Please call 
8 0 5 -5 4 9 -7 5 7 0  within 4 8  hours of 
injury for more information about 
this research study of an 
investigational medication. If 
eligible, you will be reimbursed for 
your time and effort.
Day Camps Seek Summer Staff 
residing in or near the 
San Fernando/Conejo Vaiieys 
You can earn $2800-$3500-t- 
Spend your summer outdoors 
working with chiidren!
888-784-CAMP
www.workatcamp.com
Graduating soon?
Now hiring!
Peace Corps Recruiter office hours 
M W  1-4 U U 2 17  7 5 6 -5 8 3 5
FUN • SUMMER
www.daycampjobs.com
House cieaner needed:
Need a detailed & thorough 
house cleaner 2X a month. 
Benefits:
Great money - $ 15  per hr. 
Flexible schedule 
Will train
All supplies provided 
Call 2 3 5 -0 0 0 1
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Cash paid for C D s. DVDs, Video 
gam es, IP s  and more 
Cheap Thrills & Recycled 
Records 7 12  M arsh Street.
San Luis Obispo
Tibetan Buddhist
Meditation and Dharma Teachings
with Lama Khedrub and 
students. Ongoing on Wed.
evenings, 7-9 pm 
See www.bodhipath-west.org 
or call 5 2 8 -1 3 8 8 , 5 2 8 -2 4 9 5
Math Dept. Banquet 6 :30pm  
5 / 2 1 , Fainvays. $ 1 0  dinner incl. 
Buy tix today 11-2 below bldg. 38
HOMES FOR SALE
Free list of all houses and 
condos for sale in SLO call 
Nelson Real Estate 
5 4 6 -1 9 9 0  or email 
steve@slohom es.com
RENTAL HOUSING
Large private room and bath, mini 
kitchen, nice area. Los Osos 
5 2 8 ^ 1 9 9
Secure housing now for fall! 
Cozy 1 & 2 bedrm s near Poly 
CO LLEG E GARDENS 
5 4 4 -3 9 5 2
2 8 4  N. Chorro, SL0rentals.com
Place your classified now! Sell 
your books, make an 
announcement, whatever! Reach 
the entire campus and 
downtown! Call Christ! at 756- 
1143 or submit one online at 
www.mustangdaily.net
G ET YOUR CLASSIFIED AD IN 
TH E  DAILY NOW!!
LOST AND FOUND
Lost female Brindle Boxer 
10  yr. old, goes by Pepper 
Reward if found! 
5 4 1 -0 5 5 6
FOR SALE
Full pillowtop mattress set, 
new, still in wrapper! 
Retail $ 5 4 9 . sac. $ 2 2 5  o.b.o. 
4 3 1 -1 0 2 6
Queen pillowtop mattress with 
cherry sleigh bed, all brand new. 
In boxes. Retail $ 1 2 5 0 , sac. 
$ 5 5 0  o.b.o. Can separate. 
4 3 1 -1 0 2 6
$ 1 8 5  2 7 " Panasonic TV with 
attached VH S to record your fav TV 
shows
Call (7 0 7 ) 2 4 9 -1 9 0 7
S P O R T S
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Losers’
lament
\ C o m m e n t a r y
Its bad, but it could get much, 
much worse.
There’s no sugarcoating it, even 
considering the tough competition. 
It’s been dreadful lately.
But I’ve got five reasons Mustang 
baseball players and fans should feel 
better about the situatitin.
These are some of the worst losing 
streaks of all 
time. It got so 
bad for these 
teams that the 
losing was addic­
tive, funny and 
unfortunately for 
them, epic.
1. 1962 New 
York Mets (40- 
120) — Usually 
agreed upon as 
“The Worst Team Ever”, this bunch 
lost 17 in a row and prompted bar- 
indulging coach Casey Stengel to say 
to his outfieldersi“When one of them 
guys hits a single to you, throw the ball 
to third. That way we can hold them 
to a double.”
IncRidibly, the Mets were 9 1/2 
games out of first place after their first 
nine games.
2. 1935 Boston Braves (3S-115) — 
This team achieved a 15-game losing 
streak, went bankrupt after the season 
and w.as amamed the Boston Bees. 
That’s what happens when your team 
h.is games that dnnv 95 fans. The los­
ing even persuaded Ikibe Ruth it was 
time to atire. He played only 28 
games befoa- thanving in the towel.
3.1972-1973 Philadelphia 76ers (9- 
73) — This “team” acorded losing 
staaks of 20,15, 14 and 13. The team 
started the season with 15 straight 
loses and tried to baak that mark with 
13 straight at the end. Some teams 
challenged this mark of futility — 
such as the Bulls and Nuggecs — but 
none could delve to this low.They fin­
ished 59 games back of the Celtics.
4.1989-92 Sacramento Kings - The 
bad ol’ days whea you might hea the 
announcer say “Billy Owens!” or 
“Duane Causwell!” or “Anthony 
Bonner!”
At least they had fan favorite's Spud 
Webb and Mitch Richmond.
Unfortunately they also had a 43- 
game road losing staak.
5. 1916 Philadelphia Athletics (36- 
117) — Befoa thea wea the Mets, 
thea wea the A’s. This team hit a 
two-week skid whea it lost 20 games 
in a row befoa acording a win. The 
team was outscoad 776- 447 that 
year. The amazing thing? The team 
won the World Senes thae years ear­
lier. Unfortunately, owner Connie 
Mack unloaded anyone who aquest- 
ed a aasonable paycheck.
Dan W&tson is a journalism sophomore 
and Mustang Daily columnist.
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C d i P o ly ls  ^Doc' th e  N F L
Dan Watson
MUSTANG DAILY
It’s a few months away, and “Doc” waits for his 
shot like the next guy.
The confident senior calls the time leading up to 
that chance an “internship.”
When it’s over, former Mustang cornerback 
David “Doc” Richardson will head back to the 
place some call the “Largest Cdty in the World” — 
Jacksonville, Fla., back to his chance to make a liv­
ing the way most men dream — playing football.
His internship is memorizing the Jacksonville 
Jagiars playbook as he sta'iightens his muscles and 
runs his already sculpted body into premier form.
Richardson, an NFL rookie free agent, hopes by 
Sept. 5 — the day of final cuts — he will have 
impressed an already-intcR'sted Jaguar coaching 
start. Richardson wants to earn a job playing cor­
nerback in one of the most challenging conferences 
in football — the AFC’ South.
If he does he’ll get $535,(KM) over two years.
“I’ve never been the type of person in awe of 
someone else, basking in the glory of another man 
playing football,’* Richanlson said. “I’ll play him no 
matter who he is. I’ll ‘D’ him up as good as anyone 
else. I’ll go up agaiiTst anyone.”
A week ago, the ex-Mustang backed it up at the 
Jaguars mini-camp.
First, he picked off a Bymn Leftwich pass. 
Leftwich, by the way, is the Jaguars’ starting quarter­
back and the “future of the team.” Then he picked 
off backup quarterback Doug Johnson’s pass twice.
He’s been called by a Jaguar reporter one of the 
“stars of the (team’s) undrafted class.”
Now he waits in San Luis C')bispo, continuing to 
work out with the Mustang ftxTtball team until he 
heads back to Floriila for rookie workouts. In July, 
he will attend training camp.
For now, it is studying a defense that k>oks a lot 
different from the C'al Poly defense he familiarized 
himself with for four years.
“The playb(X)k is crazy,” Richanlson s;ud. “A big 
dictionary you have to memorize, but the point is 
that you know it so you can just roact instead of 
thinking what to do.”
Being a nx)kie is a ch.illenge in general, .is 
Richardson learned by talking to such NFL veter­
ans as safety I )eon (¡rant (five-year player) and cor­
nerback Dewayne Wishington (10-year player).
“1 A s k e d  them if they wen* as confused as I was 
now,” Richanlson s a i d .  “They said, ‘We wen* mon* 
c o n f i i s e d . ’ ”
But Richanlson hAs shown no fear for the job 
ahead of him.
Even when the idea of kncxking down passc*s 
thrown by co-MVP quarterbacks Steve McNair 
and Peyton Manning, both on 
AFC' South teams, was ques­
tioned, “Doc” responded:
“Knock down? I’ll pick them 
ofT’
As a cornerback for Cal 
Poly, Richardson found a way 
to make himself a sure NFL 
free a^n t while plavine for a 
Division-IAA program. He 
finished with 167 tackles, 97 solo stops, three sacks, 
10 tackles for lost yardage, 20 pass breakups and 10 
interceptions. His final year he was selected to the 
American Football Coaches A.ssociation’s Dl-AA 
All-America Team and played in the Las Vegas All- 
American ClAssic.
ITichardson credits Cal Poly defensive coordina­
tor David Brown with getting him national recog­
nition despite the small-school status.
“It’s a little harder to have a lot of scouts here,” 
Richardson said. “(Brown) did a lot of that work. He 
helped me out tremendoasly.”
Richardson came to Cal Poly on a football schol­
arship after being an all-everything in football, Bas-  
ketball, wrestling and track and field at St. Bernard
“ ■* ....... t|i|||p*~^]ffiTti'r'"i
NATHAN CASWELL M USTANG DAILY
David Richardson wiil earn $535,000 over two seasons if he makes the Jaguars’ roster.
Whether it's a football 
player or a doctor, you 
want to get paid for what 
you're doing. ’ ’
-DAVID RICHARDSON
Jaguar cornerback
High Sclxxil in PLiya del Rey.
Now he’s at the stage he’s beliesed he would 
roach since he was a little kill.
“I’m going to approach it the vime way I always 
have, this is just the final stage,” Richanlson said.“I'm 
going to work even hard mnv that I’m hen*.
Many of the current Mustangs were curious 
Friday, the day after he had roturned fttiin the 
Jaguars’ mini-c.imp, about the e.xperience of their 
former teammate.
“It’s the first time I’ve seen 
him since the camp and 1 
want to hear aberut the other 
side,” fieshman oflensive line­
man Curtis ThoniAs said. “I 
want to know and it’s pretty 
good to have a first-hand con­
nection.”
Richardson has set an
example for many of the cornerbacks at Cal Poly, 
five of which he lived with in a house during the 
summertime.
To take the next step he’ll likely have to beat out 
some of the current cornerbacks to be one of the 
four or five a team typically keeps. For now, 
WAshingtpn,Juran Bolden and RAshean Mathis are 
the top cornerbacks, Richardson said.
“It’s my career,” Richardson said. “Just like the 
next man that wants to make money. Whether it’s a 
football player or a doctor, you want to get paid for 
what you’re doing.”
The paycheck will not come until he has offi­
cially made the team and played the first week.
For now, nothing is guaranteed except the $8,(XK)
signing bonus. One of his mentors in the pnx ess h.is 
been one-time C].il Poly standout quarterliack Seth 
Burton!. Burton! was drafted by the San Diegti 
Cdiargers and played in NFL Europe for Barcelona. 
Cairrontly he is with the Kans;is Caty Cdiiets.
“It’s tough, but I’m not going to be stupid and 
buy a whole bunch of stutF when 1 don’t know 
what’s going to happen,” Richanlson s;iid.“ I’ve got­
ten a lot of tips. Seth is gtiing through the pnxess 
over again. He told me to hold on to my signing 
bonus. Don’t go building a bunch of credit before 
you know yiTu’ll get that check.”
So far. Richardson has gotten a taste of both the 
money and notoriety.
“You get it a little here after games and what not, 
chilling with the little kids and signing autographs,” 
RichardsLTn said. “But now it’s grown men and 
women. They’ll go sell it on eBay. They got the 
media surrounding the whole field and it’s a big 
practice field. It’s a pretty awesome experience.” 
Richardson’s mini-camp routine was rough: 
waking up at 6 a.m., work until 7 p.m., dinner and 
then studying the playbook until sleep. The work 
WAS similar to what it was like in high school and 
college Richardson said.
“The trainers come over with water,” Richardson 
said. “In college you get your own water botde and 
squirt it in your mouth. Now a guy comes up to 
you and squirts it in your mouth for you like you’re 
a superstar or something. 1 didn’t like that, I could 
do my own water. I’m not a little toddler”
As he heads to that “final stage,” “Doc” seenis 
confident and relaxed for a man that’s waiting for his 
shot like the next guy.
Baseball (12) vs. UC Irvine (13)
Cal Poly -  ninth straight loss
Softball (7) vs. Cal State Fullerton (5)
Cal Poly -  first sweep of Titans since 1997
Baseoall (8) vs. UC Irvine (9)
Sam Herbert -  3 hits, 3 RBIs
Softball (3) vs. Cal State Fullerton (2), 8 innings
Erin Myers -  game-winning RBI
Baseball (5) vs. UC Irvine (6)
Matt Guiliano -  called out on strikes to end game
W Lacrosse @ WDIA Championships
weds. sat., may 12-15, 9  st. kxjis
Track & Field ® Big West
weds.sat., may 12-15
Baseball ® Cal State Northridge
fri.-sun., may 14-16
Softball ® Utah State
fri.-sat., may 14-15
T o i l  ,1 \ ' s  ( 3  II i* s t i o n
What other two pitchers started 6-0 after switching 
leagues?
Yesterday’s answer; L«rrj .iwn coached seven teams in 
the NBA Playoffs. Cong r.u, u> no one!
Sports editor Scan Martin can be reached at 756-1796 or 
:iuistangdailysports@yahoo.coin
